CLUB UPDATE
East Bedfordshire Model Railway Society
Issue No 24 March 2018
Introduction
An interesting 3 months since the last issue! For me, a visit to the CMRA show at Stevenage (good!),
then take Cheriton to Erith (good!), then our show (very good!) and recently a visit to Ally Pally (good,
but a reduced number of small traders). Between those we’ve had a potential invite for West Essex
withdrawn and others suggested, held our AGM (so you’ve now seen the minutes), organised ourselves for
the new Data Protection requirements and had a big re-organisation in the club room.
Thank you to EVERYONE, members, supporters, friends and family, for cake baking and volunteering on
show day to make it a success, with visitor numbers steady and expenses covered. The show doesn’t
happen without your involvement. We’re already looking at what’s needed to be done for next year to
maintain or improve our offering.
In this issue we have part 2 of Bern & Alan’s tour of (the bars of) America, and my offering, a review of
mineral wagons - my goodness, what a large topic! Keep on enjoying the railways… I need a rest!
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes: Updates on activities
Layouts: the latest updates for each
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
Feature: British Railways mineral wagons, 1945-ish to 1960
Members’ Matters: The Grand Tour ‘Part Deux’, Bern and Alan B
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
And Finally: Go Western, young man, Go Western

The Picture
This is LNER class J6 0-6-0 no. 4239, an ex-GNR Ivatt design, one of a class of 110. Quite an elegant
freight loco, I think. She’s seen on the head of a west-bound freight at Finchley Road (the signal
box is just visible on the lower-right), roughly at where the NLL crosses the Midland Main Line.
4239 was delivered from Doncaster as GNR no. 590 in October 1914, becoming LNER 3590 in 1924
then 4239 in 1946. BR renumbered to 64239 in September 1949. At this time she was allocated to
Hornsey, but was known to have moved to Colwick at the end of 1955, withdrawal coming in October
1959 after 45 years of service. She was scrapped the following year.
The J6 was a common locomotive on the North London, with about 6 still at Hornsey in 1959.
Alan Cooper
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CLUB NOTES
Shows
Our trip with Cheriton to Erith was fun. No layout prizes this time, but
at least we had enough space for the layout (after the slight debacle
with Sutton last year). And following the discovery and repair of a dry
joint the layout ran very well. The only issue other than that was
getting from the hotel to the venue on Friday evening to set up.
Michael and me arrived ok after about 15 minutes. And then we
waited. Got a cuppa. Waited some more, and fitted in some extra
waiting in between. Jim and Alan B had missed a turning and arrived
some 40 minutes later, having taken an hour to do about 7 miles.
Thankfully we were all safe and saw the funny side, and got set up in
time. Here’s a picture of Michael waiting!
Unfortunately we lost an invite to West Essex after they decided were
too expensive, even after we jiggled our likely expenses. However, it’s
pleasing to note that we are likely to be going to Stafford with Cheriton
for a return visit in a couple of years, and there may be others, but we
await contact from the organisers. The CMRA Stevenage show
organisers have also already tried to book Finchley – hurrah!
Our show went well (as noted earlier), with a handful more visitors than last year – it’d be nice to think
that our extra advertising via flyers and Facebook paid dividends, and we raised about £140 for The
Alzheimers Society.
Next year we shall need to see what we show; an early
suggestion is for Paul Moss to bring Little Salkeld, which
he’s agreed to if that’s what we want to do. Here’s the
recently installed signal box.
Trips
We have some trips we need to organise, if there is
interest.
I’ve asked Paul Moss to follow up an
invitation to the Leamington Spa club to see their N scale
layout and its electronics and controls. Then we have an
invite to the Risborough group to see their ongoing build
of Aylesbury in P4. I’ve asked Alastair to co-ordinate a
visit for a small group. Both of these invites are primarily of interest to the Aylesbury modellers, but
others may attend if spaces are available – it won’t be a mob-handed trip. And we have another invite
from Tony Wright to see and operate Little Bytham, well worth it if you have the opportunity. I’ll try
to organise something soon, but with a limit to about 5 people per visit we may well need to organise
several visits to fit us all in.
Facebook
The Facebook page continues to entertain and amuse, with 18 members now. If you want to join, Jim
Godden is the man in control of access permissions.
Club room and lighting
We’ve just had an enormous reorganisation to throw out loads of unwanted tat and have arranged layout
sections alongside one wall and created 4 workstation areas along the other. After the first week it
already feels easier to move around.
Jim is now looking at which work lamps will provide detail
lighting for the workstation areas.
Alan Cooper
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
We had some of the boards on display at the
show which created interest. Here’s a shot of
it looking eastwards, the backscene will be on
the left as viewed, which has been the subject
of some discussion recently.
Firstly, with setting the baseboards within the
beams there is less depth of board on which to
fix the backscene. Will this be strong enough?
Secondly, the buildings on Finchley Road are a
bit over 12” high, which is higher than the
backscenes on Sutton. Thirdly, we must
maintain some access to tracks in the tunnel
areas on the scenic side of the backscene.
My draft proposals are as follows:
1) The backscene will fit to the rear of the baseboards, just above the rim of the support beams. This
may be strong enough, but we consider adding a peg or strip to the backscene or beam to provide
additional support. The backscene will be flush mounted on the first baseboard (BBG, shown right
below), possibly made from aluminium to make it curved, and to provide a smooth join to the second
board (BBH) the backscene there could be slewed for the first 12 or so inches. For those of you reading
in black and white, I’ve coloured the straight sections in red and the curved sections in yellow.

2) The height of the backscene could be ‘smoothed’, from 15 inches high at Finchley Road, to about 10
inches in the centre and 12 inches at the West End Lane end. This would allow ‘arm access’ over the
top should trains need assistance in the main operating area.
This view is a scaled profile to illustrate
the suggestion, looking from the rear – Finchley Road on the left, West End Lane on the right.

Alan Cooper
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3) Cut hand-sized access holes in the base of the backscene for access to the tunnel tracks.

Electric
lines

Steam
lines
B

C

C

This is a face view of the
baseboard and backscene
profile from the rear. It curves
away to the left starting
roughly by point ‘A’, and
finishes with a straight edge to
the front of about 5 inches.

Holes for the rail lines are as
marked. ‘B’ marks the dotted
A
line indicating the base height
of Finchley Road and scenery.
‘C’ indicates the access holes, with uprights of about 2 inches width in between.
There’s been regular progress on Finchley each week, the new workstations now allowing more room to
do so. The fiddle yard boards are progressing well through fitting the points, and the mass of copper
sleepers on the plain track areas are now being ‘electrically gapped’, to much whining of mini-drill disc
cutters and prevention of conversation.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared, this is the next priority.
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed; Jim is assessing/starting work and has identified
component needs.
 The workload requires other volunteers. Bern, Dave Sutton and Roy have stepped up, but don’t
just leave it to them - there will be some of the more straightforward aspects that could be done
by anyone.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up any
of the fiddle yard section.
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points identified.
This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a key part of
which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters. Items to be
identified and purchased.
 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock, and we need to consider the robustness of the fixings to allow for the
vagaries of track cleaning. We already have damaged areas, so will start from scratch. We may
well use brass pins.
 As fiddle yard boards progress we need to fit the pre-built track and infill the remainder. I’m
about to order 100 metres of rail – break out the soldering irons….
 Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions are now being resolved, items yet to be purchased.

Alan Cooper
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Presentation
 Lighting the layout has been under much discussion. Having observed other layouts at
exhibitions Jim is now firming up an approach. Its attachment to the layout has been considered
by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 There will be a few outbuildings needed for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice
addition but may not be practical; it is very big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley was prepared for the show, with the final
positioning of buildings marked out. We need to work out how we represent Arkwright Mansions
above the Finchley Road cutting – it’s a big building!
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond.

SUTTON-ON-SEA
Jim has recently returned to work on the signals, whilst we ‘soon’ hope to have replacement end boards
and new beams to mount the layout on trestles.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 The protective ends will be replaced as and when the signals work is completed, but they remain
usable for now. Dave is also progressing the new support beams.
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly – see also under Cheriton
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too.

Alan Cooper
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CHERITON BISHOP
EBMRS on tour! Here’s some of the
team at Erith in January, showing
the use of Sutton’s curtain along the
front. In the mass tidy up recently
we rediscovered the Cheriton curtain
at the back of the mezzanine, so
thankfully no additional cost to get a
new one.

Actions:
Presentation
Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the opposite
strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun. Jim’s wife has agreed to assist with the curtain.
General Maintenance
We now have a ‘Quick Guide’ for the layout’s assembly, and will use it as a model for the other layouts.
Another shot of Cheriton at Erith

Alan Cooper
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AYLESBURY TOWN
There’s been some background progress in looking at the track plan, principles of scenic-side track
construction and looking at which buildings are to be constructed, as well as some assistance offered by
Jim for working out some controls principles. However, there still needs to be final decisions on the
exact period and therefore the use of either ex-Eastern or ex-London Midland accoutrements and stock.
Much of the information on the original is held online on Box, a very useful sharing tool expect for the
spreadsheet on which we’re listing details of photos is a quarter complete and reached maximum file
size for the hosting!
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair are
planning to progress this.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as the
impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of scale
and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section. Construction of points to be agreed,
though likely to be soldered PCB. Paul Moss has volunteered to trial some
Electrics
 Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. To be debated.

A view of the Risborough
group’s rendition of Aylesbury
Town in P4.
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unless stated
2018
3-Apr
10-Apr
17-Apr
24-Apr
1-May
8-May
15-May
22-May
29-May
5-Jun
12-Jun
19-Jun
26-Jun
3-Jul
10-Jul
17-Jul
24-Jul
31-Jul
7-Aug
14-Aug
21-Aug
28-Aug
4-Sep
11-Sep
18-Sep
25-Sep
2-Oct
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Provisional date for Committee meeting

Target for Newsletter 25

Provisional date for Committee meeting
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Organiser

Event

LCGB
Milton Keynes

Steam Around the North East and South West in the 1960s, Peter Groom
'The Great Railway Time Machine Visits the WCML', Steve Armitage

07-Apr

Rail tour

The Geordie-Go-Round, Kings Cross – Blyth & return, Class 90

07-Apr

Rail tour

The Whitby Flyer, Kings Cross –Whitby & return, 86259

07-Apr

Model event

Tring & District, Pitstone

07-Apr

Model event

National Garden Railway Show, Peterborough showground

08-Apr

Model event

Great Dunmow model railway show

03-Apr
05-Apr

Time
19:30
19:30

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

10-Apr

19:30

Hitchin

Woto & BICC history, Patrick Keef

10-Apr

19:30

Cambridge

'Decades - my years of watching trains', Philip Wood

14-Apr

Rail tour

The Ebor Flyer, Kings Cross – York & return, 60163

14-Apr

Model event

Luton model railway show

Model event
Steph. LS

31a Cambridge model railway show, Sawston
SLS photo collection, Keith Greenwood

19-Apr

Rail tour

The Great Britain, day 1, Kings Cross – Scarborough, 60103

21-Apr

Rail tour

Hastings – Kings Lynn (route TBA) DeMU 1001

21-Apr

Model event

DeHavilland model railway show, Welwyn

14-Apr
19-Apr

19:30

24-Apr
25-Apr

14:00
19:30

Welwyn G C
HMRS

26-Apr

Stev. LS

Swindon Works, Part 1 1843-1880 , Brian Arman
The London & Birmingham Railway, Rugby to Birmingham, Tony
Manktelow
Members Evening 10 minute slots for all who would like to entertain on
their favourite transport theme
21 Years of the Privatised Railway, John Day

25-Apr

19:30

STS

28-Apr

Model event

Hope Church model railway show, Rushden

30-Apr

Model event

Northants & Rutland O Gauge group meet, Harringbourne

01-May

19:30

LCGB

The Railways of Scotland, Les Nixon

03-May
06-May

19:30

Milton Keynes
Model event

'London`s Disused Stations – North London', Jim Connor
Hoddesdon MRC Modelling Extravaganza, Broxbourne

Model event

06 & 07May

08-May

19:30

Hitchin

Buckinghamshire Railway Centre Steam Gala & model railway show,
Quainton
Llandudno Victorian Day Pullman, Stevenage – Llandudno & return, 2 x
class 57
Settle & Carlisle Line in the 1980's & 1990's, Richard Allen

08-May

19:30

Cambridge

'Diary of a Train Spotter - Part 2', Bryan Cross

Collector event
Rail tour

Joe Lock Toy Fair, Hertford
Cathedrals Express, Peterborough – Winchester 61306, class 57 return

NLRHS

Kensington Addison Road prototype and model, Grant Alderson

12-May

Rail tour

The Worcester Sorcerer, Letchworth – Worcester & return, class 67

12-May

Model event

South West Herts MRS show, Bushey

12-May

Model event

Willington model car, train & transport bazaar

13-May

Model event

Beds & Bucks Narrow Gauge show, Barton-le-Clay

19-May

Rail tour

Cathedrals Express, Kings Cross – York, 86259

19-May

Model event

Milton Keynes MRS open day, Bletchley

19-May

Model event

Ely MRC show, Ely

07-May

Rail tour

09-May
10-May
11-May

18:45

Alan Cooper
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

23-May

Rail tour

Belmond Pullman, Victoria – York & return (route TBA), 2 x class 67

26 & 27
May
29-May
30-May

Model event

Risborough & District MRC, Railex, Aylesbury

14:00
19:00

Welwyn G C
HMRS

30-May

19:30

STS

31-May

Stev. LS

Southern Electric, David Brown
An evening stroll of the Kings Cross and St Pancras railway lands. Meet
at Midland Grand Hotel entrance
Top Shed/Link Former Steam Footplate man rising to senior management
roles. John Morgan
AGM, followed by Ken Bayley and Tony Mifsud collections

02-Jun

Rail tour

Yorkshire Pullman, Kings Cross –Scarborough & return, 60163

05-Jun

19:30

LCGB

The Wymington Diversion, Peter Butler

07-Jun

19:30

Milton Keynes

'The Heritage of HS2', Chris Jordan

Model event

Trains at Trinity, Biggleswade

Hitchin

The GN & LNW Joint Line, Robin Cullup

Model event
Rail tour

Corby & District MRS, Wilbarston
The Scarborough Flyer, Scarborough – Ealing 60103

09-Jun
12-Jun

19:30

17-Jun
23-Jun
26-Jun

14:00

Welwyn G C

The Peter Bland Collection Part 2, Bryan Cross

27-Jun
28-Jun

19:30

STS
Stev. LS

Classic Transport, Malcolm Ranieri
A 7th Colour Rail Journey, Paul Chancellor

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
Stev. LS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Steph. LS
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory
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BRITISH RAILWAYS MINERAL WAGONS 1945(-ish!) TO 1962
Mineral; a mineral is a naturally occurring chemical compound, usually of crystalline form and abiogenic in origin.
Wagon; a rectangular-bodied vehicle on at least 4 wheels, used for the transportation of goods.
British Railways inherited a huge and motley collection of mineral wagons that had been pooled for war-time service,
pretty much wooden-bodied and in a poor state of repair. A programme of mass replacement was started very soon
after nationalisation, and these notes are barely a ‘toe in the water’ for the subject but illustrates the basic types. It will
be obvious that the greater the number of new wagons over time, the fewer the old wooden wagons were to be seen
and by the time of our model of Finchley the wooden wagons were very much in the minority.
This (very brief - !! ) review covers the various diagrams, and I’ve also include here the precursors to the BR types, the
steel versions as built for the LMS and LNER which were themselves influenced by the Ministry of Transport wagons.
Most of the MoT versions are recorded from a 1954 survey. After the LMS and LNER wagons I’ve listed the hopper
types then ‘standard’ types, listing the least numerous wagons first, building up to the almost ubiquitous diagram.
Where I’ve found information regarding models (4mm) and preservation I’ve included it, but please don’t take it for
granted – I’m sure there’s more to it! - and some of the models will now only be available on the second-hand market.
LNER
Diagram
Not known Total built
7,200
16T rivetted steel with end door.
Some at least built by Teesside Bridge & Eng. From 1945.
Cambrian produce a kit C10.

LMS
Diagram
2106
Total built
16T welded steel with end door.
Prototype built at Derby in 1945.

1

Diagram
2109
Total built
2,599
16T welded steel with end door.
Built from 1946 in 2 lots. The shape of side doors varied,
some flat, some with a raised ‘pyramid’ profile.

Diagram
2134
Total built
16T welded steel or rivetted steel, with end door.
Built 1949 in 2 lots.

Alan Cooper
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HOPPER WAGONS
Diagram
158
Total built
21
20T welded steel hopper, for coke traffic. These were provided with a sheet bar.
A single lot built at Shildon, date of build is not specified but likely to be late-50s, and the running numbers are not
recorded in the Lot Book!
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
153
Total built
250
20T welded steel hopper with disc brakes.
Built in 2 lots in 1960 and 1962 at Shildon, the Lot Book states they are 24.5T and 24T, not the 20T of the diagram!
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
140
Total built
13T wooden-bodied and wood sole bar hopper.
A single lot built in 1949 at Faverdale.
No models or preservation I’m aware of.

300

Diagram
150
Total built
500
20T welded steel hopper, for coke traffic
Built in 2 lots in 1949 and 1950 at Shildon and Teesside Bridge. The second lot had steel raves.
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
154
Total built
548
24.5T welded steel hopper.
Built as 1 lot in 1962 at Shildon.
No models, 1 in preservation I’m aware of at Tanfield.

Diagram
152
Total built
550
20T hopper.
This is a mixed bag, 250 welded steel, 300 rivetted, no raves but full-height sheeting and 279 were vacuum braked.
Built in 1958 at Shildon
Model – Hornby R6733, though none preserved
Diagram
144
Total built
650
13T steel hopper. This is basically a D.142 but is a quarter inch taller!
Built in 2 lots in 1951 at RY Pickering (300) and Fairfields S&E (350)
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
149
Total built
1,000
21T welded steel hopper.
Built in 1 lot at Shildon in 1958. These had roller bearings and selfcontained buffers. 100 were vacuum braked.
No models but 2 in preservation I’m aware of.
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Diagram
155
Total built
1,087
24.5T welded steel hopper.
Built in 3 lots, year unknown, at Shildon (678) and Pressed Steel (100)

Diagram
151
Total built
1,150
20T welded steel hopper.
Built in 7 lots between 1951 and 1957, all at Shildon. End raves were replaced by sheeting.
Model by Hornby, R6822, though none preserved.
Diagram
141
Total built
1,200
21T steel hopper.
Built in 3 lots in 1949 between Cravens (500), Head Wrightson
(500) and Teesside Bridge (200). Brake blocks only on one
side.
No models, but 1 preserved at NRM Locomotion.

Diagram
145
Total built
1,400
21T rivetted steel hopper. Very similar to D.141 but with a Morton brake.
Built in 2 lots in 1952 and 2 more in 1955 between Hurst Nelson (600) and Metropolitan Cammell (800).
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
142
Total built
1,950
13T steel hopper but with wooden bottom doors.
Built in 5 lots between 1949 and 1950 at Shildon (2 lots, 1,200), Fairfields S&E (250), RY Pickering (250) and Cravens
(250).
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
143
Total built
2,750
21T steel hopper, only minor differences to D. 141.
Built in 7 lots between 1949 and 1950 by Cravens (350), Head Wrightson (2 lots, 800), Teesside Bridge (150),
Birmingham RCW (700), Metropolitan Cammell (500) and Butterley (250)
Model by Hornby, R6016. Nothing preserved I’m aware of.
Diagram
148
Total built
3,378
24.5T welded steel hopper.
Built in 8 lots between 1953 and 1962, only 1 example built at Ashford, the remaining lots at Shildon.
Model by Accurascale, based on a preserved example. Whilst hoppers were most common in the north of England,
the Accurascale notes state this type was used on Wellingborough to East London trains, so one for the Finchley
branch?
Diagram
146
Total built
16,800
21T welded steel hopper
Built in 26 lots from 1952 to 1959 by 12 different builders. Standard hand lever brake.
Birmingham RCW 3 lots, 1,400. Butterley 1 lot, 200. Charles Roberts 1 lot, 1,150. Cravens 4 lots, 1,150.
Fairfield S&E 2 lots, 1,150. Gloucester C&W 2 lots, 950. Head Wrightson 2 lots, 800. Hurst Nelson 2 lots, 950
Metropolitan Cammell 2 lots, 1,450 Pressed Steel 1 lot 2,950 Shildon 5 lots, 3,100 Standard 1 lot, 500.
One lot from Shildon’s allocation was later converted for grain traffic from Millwall Dock to Welwyn
Model by Parkside, kit PA77. 21 preserved I’m aware of.
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NON-HOPPER WAGONS
Diagram
116
Total built
16T rivetted aluminium with end door.
Built at Shildon 1953 in 1 lot of 100
No models or preservation I’m aware of.

100

Diagram
113
Total built
305
16T rivetted steel with end door. Ex-French government to a Hurst Nelson design.
Built in 6 lots in 1950, at Earlestown (3 lots, 180), New Cross Gate (3 lots, 125)
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
101
Total built
500
16T rivetted steel with end door. Ex-French government and Ministry of Transport.
Built as 1 lot by Cambrian W&E, recorded in a 1954 survey.
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
103
Total built
800
16T rivetted steel with end door. Ex-French government and
Ministry of Transport.
Built by Cambrian W&E (650) and Metropolitan Cammell (150),
recorded in a 1954 survey.
No models, 1 preserved at Foxfield Railway.

Diagram

110

Total built

1,000

21T rivetted steel with end door.
Built in 1 lot by Metropolitan Cammell in 1950.
Model available from Parkside, kit PC03, one example
preserved at Swindon & Cricklade Railway.
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Diagram
118
Total built
1,245
24.5T wagon with side and end door, with roller bearings and self-contained buffers.
Built in 4 lots at Ashford (2 lots, 845) and Shildon (2 lots, 400) from 1959 to 1962.
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
107
Total built
1,500
16T welded steel with end door.
Built in 3 lots by P&W McLellan (500), Charles Roberts (500) and Birmingham RCW (500) all in 1950.
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
103/105
Total built
1,850
16T rivetted steel with end door, ex-French government and Ministry of Transport.
Built by Metropolitan Cammell, recorded in 1954 survey.
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
114
Total built
2,450
A mixed bag if the logs are correct.
The first lot is recorded as a 16T welded steel with end door,
built at Derby in 1951. The first 100 are vacuum fitted version
of D.111, the remaining 200 being unfitted.
Bachmann offers a model of these, 37226 and 37228.
The remainder are recorded as 24.5T welded steel with end
door. Built in 3 lots at Shildon in 1953 and 1954.
Parkside do a kit of this, kit PC04, and an example is preserved

Diagram
120
Total built
2,450
21T wagon, as D. 119 but fitted with SAB vacuum brake.
Built at Derby in 2 lots in 1961/62.
Both Hornby (R6070) and Slimlines (kit 473) provide models,
and 6 examples are preserved.

Diagram
119
Total built
2,500
21T wagon with roller bearings, hydraulic buffers and manual
changeover vacuum brake.
Built in 3 lots at Shildon (2 lots, 2,000) in 1961 and 1962, and
at Derby (500) in 1962.
No models though similar to D.120 above, 6 examples
preserved.
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Diagram
106
Total built
2,800
16T welded steel with end door. Believed to an LMS design.
Built in 3 lots by Derbyshire C&W in 1950/51.
Models by Bachmann (37226D and 33752), 2 examples
preserved, 1 of which at East Anglian Railway Museum.

Diagram
104
Total built
3,300
16T welded steel with end door.
Built in 7 lots, the first 2 of which are recorded as part of the 1954 survey, from Derbyshire C&W (750) and Fairfields
S&E (1,200). These 2 lots both feature 2 flap doors.
The remaining 5 lots were built in 1950 at Fairfields S&E (2 lots, 750), Derbyshire C&W (400), Cambrian W&E (100)
and GR Turner (100).
Bachmann 37226 represents one of the 1954 survey models, but none preserved.
Diagram
111
Total built
4,400
16 welded steel with end door. Only minor differences to D.108.
Built in 5 lots between 1950 and 1953 at Derby (2 lots, 1,500) and Shildon (3 lots, 2,900)
D.108 is well represented by models, but Bachman represent this diagram in a set of 3, 37225Y. None preserved.
Diagram
105
Total built
5,900
16 rivetted steel with end door. Ex-French government and Ministry of Transport.
Recorded in the 1954 survey, built in 4 lots by Cambrian W&E (1,500), P&W McLellan (2,000), GR Turner (900) and
Gloucester C&W (1,500).
No models or preservation I’m aware of.
Diagram
112
Total built
6,982
16T open wagon (!). Ex-French government, to a
Metropolitan Cammell design.
Refurbished and Anglicised on repatriation as 1 lot, split
between Earlestown (4,200) and New Cross Gate (2.782).
Parkside produce a kit PC22, 4 preserved.

Diagram
117
Total built
8,250
16T welded steel with end door. Minor differences to D.108,
believed Morton brake.
Ordered as 8 lots. Shildon built 1,500 in 1954, the remainder
are dated 1957 – Pressed Steel (2 lots, 3,350, of which 2,350
were vacuum fitted), Derby (3 lots, 2,400, of which 500 vacuum
fitted), and Central Wagon (2 lots, 1,000, of which 350 vacuum
fitted).
10 examples are preserved, and Bachmann produce models
numbered for a Pressed Steel version (37226F), and a vacuum fitted Derby example (37225D)

Alan Cooper
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100

Total built

8,266

Diagram

109

Total built

15,982

Diagram

102

Total built

18,450

Diagram

None
assigned

Total built

23,793

108

Total built
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16T rivetted steel with end door.
6,374 recorded in the 1954 survey and the remainder
built in 1950, across 6 builders in total.
The early ‘1954’ batch were built by Metropolitan
Cammell (1,099), Charles Roberts (4,285), GR Turner
(660) and P&W McLellan (330).
The 1950 batch were ordered as 1 lot, split between Earlestown (1,142) and New Cross Gate (750). The
earliest batch from Earlestown is noted as ex-French government / Ministry of Transport.
None preserved, but Parkside produce a kit PC27, and Bachmann produce models 37425A, 37450 and
37250F numbered for Charles Roberts examples, and 37425 based on a New Cross Gate example.

16T rivetted steel with end door; rivetted version of D.108.
Ordered as 18 lots through 5 builders between 1950 and 1959. Built at Ashford (4 lots, 3,265),
Cambrian W&E (3 lots, 4,350), Gloucester C&W (1 lot, 300), Hurst Nelson (9 lots, 6,067) and Metropolitan
Cammell (1 lot, 2,000).
Parkside produce a kit PC54, none preserved.
16T welded steel with end door, ex-French government and Ministry of Transport.
Recorded in the 1954 survey, as built by 5 builders. Royal Ordnance Woolwich (11,050), Royal
Ordnance Dalmuir (4,500), Birmingham RCW (1,000), Fairfields S&E (500), and Teesside Bridge (1,400)
Bachmann produced a number of models, 37377, 37253, 37250 and 37450. None preserved.

16T rivetted steel.
Recorded in the 1954 survey, built by 15 companies. Birmingham RCW (5,412), Butterley (1,750),
Cravens RCW (864), DG Hall (150), Derbyshire C&W (250), Fairfields S&E (650), GR Turner (803),
Gloucester C&W (750), Head Wrightson (780), Hurst Nelson (1,888), P&W McLellan (1,350), RY Pickering
(896), Royal Ordnance Dalmuir (4,370), Royal ordnance Patricroft (2,080), Teesside Bridge &E (1,8100).
One example preserved, Bachmann models include 37427, 37400A, 37250A, 37426A, B & C, 37250E,
37377A & C
Diagram

The big one!
16T Welded steel with end door but no
bottom doors.
Built between 1950 and 1959 by 17
builders allocated in 183 lots.
Birmingham RCW (15 lots, 17,850),
Butterley (12 lots, 6,850), Cambrian
W&E (13 lots, 8,600), Central Wagon (5
lots, 2,910), Charles Roberts (12 lots,
11,400), Cravens RCW (8 lots, 4,700),
Derbyshire C&W (18 lots, 15,461),
Fairfields S&E (7 lots, 5,450), GR Turner
(6 lots, 1,450), Gloucester C&W (8 lots,
7,150), Head Wrightson (2 lots, 2,100),
Hurst Nelson (2 lots, 1,233),
Metropolitan Cammell (16 lots, 17,600),

Alan Cooper
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lots. 71,000), RY Pickering (6 lots, 5,700), Teesside
Bridge & E (18 lots, 15,790).
7,700 of the total were provided with vacuum
brakes.
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Some 99 are noted as preserved (though some are complete rust buckets) and unsurprisingly a large
number of models are available. Dapol still produce the old Airfix kit, ref C37, which is reported as a
good model. Parkside produce a kit PC21, and PC19 for the vacuum brake version, Hornby ref R243, and
Bachmann produce a good number, including 33750, 33751 37078, 37225, 37227, 37250, 37251,37252,
37253, 37254, 37375, 37377 and a host of –suffix variants

Alan Cooper
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Builder
Pressed Steel
Birmingham RCW
Metropolitan Cammell
Shildon
Derbyshire C&W
Teesside Bridge & E
Charles Roberts
Cambrian W&E
P & W McLellan
Royal Ordnance Woolwich
Hurst Nelson
Gloucester C&W
Fairfields S&E
Butterley
Cravens RCW
Royal Ordnance Dalmuir
Derby
R Y Pickering
Earlestown
Head Wrightson
Ashford
G R Turner
Central Wagon
New Cross Gate
Royal Ordnance Patricroft
Standard
Faverdale
D G Hall
Grand Total

Volume
77,709
26,862
26,449
21,324
19,661
19,440
17,335
15,700
15,380
11,050
10,738
10,650
10,200
9,050
8,964
8,870
7,150
7,146
5,522
4,980
4,111
3,913
3,910
3,657
2,080
500
300
150
352,801
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Year
Order
Not recorded
26,108
1954 survey
59,617
1949
2,350
1950
50,229
1951
16,511
1952
21,750
1953
27,451
1954
27,163
1955
23,851
1956
26,800
1957
44,970
1958
6,180
1959
11,920
1960
1,610
1961
2,085
1962
4,206
Grand Total 352,801

So there you have it – a total of 28 builders,
and over a third of a million wagons in 15 years
or so, about 60 a day, almost a quarter from
Pressed Steel!!
Almost 90% were 16T wagons, and of the
hoppers most were operated in the north so
virtually all in the south were ‘standard’
mineral wagons. The 24.5T versions seem to
be mainly for power station traffic.
D.108 itself accounted for almost 7 out of 10 of
all the new wagons, and if you are modelling in
the late 1950s your layout should feature a
good proportion of these and just a few of the
others. I bet, like me, you ought to get rid of
some oddments and replace them with Dapol or
Parkside D. 108s!!
If anyone has made models of mineral wagons,
with detailing and /or weathering, I’d be
interested in a short review and picture to
include here, please.
Sources, and much more information available
at:
British Railways Wagons, Don Rowland
www.prsl.co.uk
www.ws.vintagecarriagestrust.org
There is also a book available on preserved
wagons, published in February by
ST Publications at £13

Size

End door

13T
16T
20T
21T
24.5T
Grand Total

Alan Cooper

Open

Side &
end door

Not noted

Hopper
0.8%

79.1%
0.3%
0.6%
80.0%

2.0%

6.7%
1.4%

2.0%

0.4%
0.4%

8.1%
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Total
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MEMBERS' MATTERS

The Grand Tour 2016 – Part Deux
(with further apologies to Mr Clarkson)
We left Part 1 at the point on day three where we drove from Sacramento to Carson City, Nevada.
Carson City is a strange place. It relies entirely on gambling for revenue, but is certainly no Las Vegas.
Most of the hotels contain casinos, but that is where the similarity ends. There is no glitz or glamour and
the whole place looks as though it has seen better days. If you like gambling and eating immense, cheap,
greasy meals then it is the place for you. Otherwise, avoid if at all possible.
Its one saving grace was the Nevada State RR Museum. It was much smaller than its Californian
counterpart, but had some interesting exhibits and the staff were very helpful and friendly.
This is one of their more unusual exhibits and I have copied the text from its display board to describe it.

Virginia & Truckee Railroad McKeen
Motor Car No 22. 200hp Gasolene
powered and chain driven.
150 of these ‘wind splitter’ cars were
ordered in 1910 to meet the increased
demand on services between Reno,
Carson City and Minden.
They originally had 84 seats but were
rebuilt in 1932 to carry fewer passengers
but to include a Railway Post Office.
They provided round trips from Reno to
Minden until retired in 1945.
In 1946 No 22 was in use as a Denny’s
Diner and by 1955 it was an office of the
A1 Plumbing and Heating Company.
It was donated to the museum in 1996
and the fully restored Motor Car was
unveiled exactly 100 years to the day
after arriving in Carson City on 9th May
1910.

Alan Cooper
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Virginia & Truckee RR. 4-4-0
No 22 ‘Inyo’ aka ‘Brass Betsy’
Built 1875. Weight 30 tons.
Tractive Effort 11,950 lbs.
Brass Betsy was built for passenger and
freight work and by 1890 she was regularly
handling the V&T’s crack passenger train,
The Virginia City Express. She was totally
rebuilt in 1903 and continued in service
until 1937 when she was sold to Paramount
Pictures. Between 1937 and 1965 she
appeared in 33 feature films. She was
restored to her pre-1903 condition in 1981
and is fully operational.

Still a little more work to do!

The next morning (day 4) we drove to Reno Airport for our flight to Durango. We intended getting some
breakfast in Carson City before we left, but all the local restaurants could offer was hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, chips (sorry, fries), or Mexican food. Disillusioned, we set off for the airport to look for
something more suitable on the way. Fortunately, we found somewhere on Highway 580. I can’t
remember what it was called (it might have been The Haven on Earth), but it was dead opposite the
biggest gun shop I’ve ever seen!
We couldn’t get a direct flight to Durango so had to take one flight to Denver and another back to
Durango, which was a long way round, so it was late when we finally arrived. But we had finally made it
to Durango, the primary reason for the whole trip, and we had the whole of the next day (day 5) to
explore and ride the trains.
The town of Durango was founded by the Denver & Rio Grande Railway in 1880 and the railroad arrived in
1881. By 1882 the tracks to Silverton were complete and the trains began hauling both passengers and
freight. Although the line was primarily constructed to carry silver and gold ores from the San Juan
Mountains it was also promoted as a scenic line from the outset.

Alan Cooper
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By 1893 most of the major mines in the area had closed down, but the railroad struggled on until operations
were taken over by the US Government in WWI. After 1918 the railroad closed and reopened several times
until 1947 when it was in danger of being abandoned. A determined group of staff stepped in and helped to
promote local tourism, keeping the line alive. Then Hollywood discovered Durango and several movies were
filmed in the area, including Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. Today, the railroad provides a year-round
service and all passenger trains are steam operated.
The Durango and Silverton RR is a 3ft gauge line that runs 45 miles from Durango, Colorado, through the San
Juan National Forest to the old silver-mining town of Silverton. It is a spectacular railroad that follows the
Animas River for most of its length, frequently crossing from one side of the river to the other.
The following photos were taken along the route. They start and end in Durango.

Rio Grande Class K-36 2-8-2 No 482 leaving Durango. Built 1925. Weight 143 tons.
Tractive Effort 36,200 lbs
The K-36s form the backbone of the passenger motive power on the D&S. When you stand next to one you
realise just how big they are and it’s easy to forget that this is a 3ft narrow gauge railway.
They build ‘em big in America.

Alan Cooper
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Rockwood Gorge

The man himself!

Needleton Tank

Narrow gauge, USA style. Silverton

Alan Cooper
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The left hand photo shows the Presidential Class car ‘Cinco Animas’ that we travelled in and the next photo
shows Kasey, our tour guide, coach steward, bar tender, etc. Cinco Animas was built in 1883 as a sleeping
car and could accommodate up to 30 passengers. It was converted into a business car in 1913 and sold to
the D&S in 1982. It now seats just 16 in splendid comfort. The views from the verandah at the back of the
train were stunning and it was well worth the additional cost.
The next two photos show Kasey’s ‘office’ and the interior of Cinco Animas, with me in the background
taking a photo of Alan, taking a photo of me, taking a photo……………………….
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The Grand Imperial Hotel, Silverton, where we had lunch

When they prepare the train for
the return trip the whole assembly
is turned on a triangle, so those
with the posh seats at the back
(us) still have the posh seats at
the back!
This is K-36 No 482 being turned
on the Silverton triangle. The
track laying looks a bit suspect,
we’d better get Bob to take a look
at it……

No 480 ready to depart Silverton

Alan Cooper
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High Line, Rockwood Gorge

Back in Durango
The last photo shows No 7, ‘Big Al’, the Durango switcher. All I could find out about it is that it was built by
GE in 1975, it weighs 87 tons, was previously owned by Algoma Steel and is not named after our illustrious
Chairman, but after the owner of the Durango & Silverton RR, Allen C. Harper.
The Durango and Silverton RR was everything we’d hoped for. The round trip, including a couple of hours in
Silverton took about 9 hours and it was entertaining from start to finish. The time simply flew by. As I said
earlier, travelling in the Presidential Car at the back of the train was the icing on the cake and was well
worth the additional cost.
That evening we retired to an excellent local restaurant for dinner (and a decent bottle of Malbec) and then
wandered down to a bar on Main Avenue for a couple of impressively large gin and tonics. The next day we
were off on the road again, but I’d better stop now as I’m running out of ink and my quill needs sharpening.
Bern and Alan B
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East-West Rail
Presumably a form of interim measure, the Bedford – Bletchley trains will be replaced by VivaRail
ex-LT D-Stock later this year.

Great Northern & ECML route
The new trains are gradually appearing on the GN route and have started cross-London services a
couple of times a day. This has had a knock-on effect on the class 365s which are starting to go offlease and into store, initially at the Potter Group sidings at Ely. The final new class 700 carriage was
recently completed.
The replacements for the class 313 – class 717 - are beginning to take shape in Germany, the first ones
likely to be in the UK later this year.

313024 at Finsbury Park on 25 March

You should all now have seen that Virgin/Stagecoach are relinquishing their franchise early – who
knows what next?!
3 miles of route north of Huntingdon is to have additional masts erected for the catenary to reduce
the instance of failures.
Thameslink CrossRail
The new Canal Tunnel was used for the first time on February 28th, and, on March 26th the 09:46 from
Peterborough to Horsham was reported as the first train to run on the mainline railway using ATO –
Automatic Train Operation – allowing the train to progress automatically whilst the driver just
oversees and controls the doors.
Alan Cooper
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued and ongoing from No 10 & 21 –
 Oerlikon units:
John Redrup of London Road Models showed
me the masters for the ‘gubbins’ that will go
under the underframes. He’s also produced
some vacuum-formed roofs, knows what he
will include for the underframes and trailer
bogies, and is working on the masters for the
motor bogie. He’s hopeful this will
culminate in a late-2018 release.
Continued from 21, and remains open
 The Committee has suggested we may
begin to consider what layout is built next.
We must, of course, progress Finchley and
Aylesbury, so this is regarded as a longer
term idea and therefore we will use the time
to ensure the project would be fully debated
and planned from the outset. It will be
aided enormously if it will make use of the
trestles and beams and is not a large
scheme! The floor is therefore open to your
proposals.
Currently we have a small selection of ideas
from Bob, primarily as adaptations or
extentions of the club’s existing layouts –
e.g. variations on a docks area for Sutton, an
additional baseboard for Cheriton to make a
through line.

 Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the
following in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L x2)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L x2, XL)
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 Standing item:
Do you have stock suitable for running on
club layouts? Or maybe you need to bring
stock in for advice from other members?
If you want your stock to run on club layouts
then it will need to conform to minimum
standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than
‘train set’, using code 75 track, and
Aylesbury (N scale) is using fine code 40.
For any layout we need to stock it with
appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles,
back-to-backs and couplings that will enable
the layout to operate smoothly. The OO
layouts use Sprat & Winkle couplings,
Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift
the presentation of any layout.
 Looking at the raft of new items being
produced, it’s worth a look at what might be
suitable for club layouts.
Bachmann are now to produce a new steam
crane. If you want an old Hornby version,
they are available second-hand for about
£45.
The new Bachmann version is a bit
more detailed and will empty wallets of
£212.46, at the discount price!!
An aside to new models – Fox Transfers
produce loco nameplates and have just
advertised theirs for the new Patriot, ‘The
Unknown Warrior’, complete with Royal
British Legion logo. However, The RBL has
informed The Patriot Project it was not
properly authorised to use the logo and
informed them to cease using it. Back to
the drawing board for Fox, methinks.
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And Finally… Go Western, young man, Go Western!
Willy Williams – our Member for Shropshire (!) – offers his greetings to everyone involved with the
club, and reminds us that he continues to progress his 5 inch gauge model extravaganza. Have a look
at his latest model. 2nd ‘and motor, guv’nor?……
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